The aim of the study was to assess the absorbtion degree of different nitrogen forms (ammonium, nitric, amidic) ).
INTRODUCTION
The use of nitrogen fertilizers obtained through chemical synthesis very much led to food quantity increase for people and animals but also brought about negative effects upon human health and environment (Galloway et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2017) . The idea is generally accepted that 15 N isotope use allows the assessment and quantification of the nitrogen cycle thus enabling a real estimation of the fertilization effect with nitrogen containing fertilizers (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2017; Woo-Jin Shin et al., 2017; Yu Liu et al., 2016; Xu Zhao et al., 2016) . The application of nuclear techniques that use the stable 15 N isotope in the Agrochemistry field is favorable for clarifying certain aspects regarding use efficiency by plants of different nitrogen forms from the fertilizer applied by incorporation in soil and the bio stimulating action of nutrients absorption from the soil natural supply and from the fertilizers applied by incorporation in soil through using leaves fertilizers with complex matrix and organic substances with bio stimulating role and chelate compounds forming properties (Mihalache et al., 2016) . Likewise in the researches carried out the use of the 15 N isotope tracing technique allows the assessment and thoroughness of some processses and mechanisms regarding the absorption and mobility in the test plant and its different organs of the three nitrogen forms existing in fertilizers: amide, nitrate, ammonium at the same time with a better understanding of the metabolic processes that unfold in plants and of their relations with the growing environment and vegetation factors (Mihalache et al., 2017; Axente et al., 2010) . This new investigation method can allow more exact knowledge of the nutrients quantities differentially absorbed by plants from soil and from fertilizers, following their evolution in plants as well as the transformations that take place in the complex soil -plant -fertilizer system (Reddy and Reddy, 1993; Vasilas et al., 1980) . Cai-bin et al., 2016, showed 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The effects of the experimental factors upon the 15 N/ 14 N isotope ratio determined in the maize plant is graphically represented, for cropping I and II, in Figure 1 The effects of the experimental factors upon the δ 15 N isotope accumulation degree determined in the maize plants is graphically represented in Figure 2 for The obtained values don't significantly differ between them not for cropping I nor for cropping II. The highest values of the δ 15 N isotope accumulation degree were determined for the Nutrifert fertilization (6259‰) cropping I, respectively Nutrifert Plus (5164‰) cropping II. The effects of the experimental factors upon 15 N isotope concentration determined in the maize plant is graphically presented in Figure 3 for croppings I and II. 
CONCLUSIONS
